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Why the Community Response Team Approach?

Collaboration
Connection 

to CBOs 

Connection 
to community 

members
Coordination
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CRT Vision Statement

Collaboratively build capacity and infrastructure in 

partnership with public, private and philanthropic 

agencies to prepare for, respond to, and recover 

from, public health threats and emergencies with 

equitable support for Marin's vulnerable 

populations. 
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We will achieve this by:

● Adopting strategies that build coordination across Marin 

County

● Taking an equity-based approach focused on residents who 

are most vulnerable to emergencies and who would benefit 

the greatest from the provision and coordination of services 

and resources

● Ensuring that unique community needs drive the collective 

strategies and solutions used for this initiative. (continues on next slide)
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We will achieve this by:

● Leveraging organizations’ strengths and expertise

● Maintaining flexibility and being adaptive in our 

emergency response

● Reducing duplication of efforts

● Developing a replicable model for different hazards and 

different national regions and areas
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Map of Marin County and the Zones
San Rafael (red), Novato (yellow), West Marin (green)Southern Marin (blue).
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Total Population:

Novato: 63,616

San Rafael: 65,336

Southern Marin: 55,323

West Marin: 9,495



Lead Agencies
Zone Lead Agency

Novato North Marin Community Services

San Rafael Canal Alliance &

Multicultural Center of Marin 

Southern Marin Marin County Cooperation Team (MCCT)

West Marin West Marin Community Services &

San Geronimo Valley Community Center
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Highlighting CRT Work

Networking 
and 

Collaboration

Novato 
CRT

West 
Marin 
CRT 

Southern 
Marin 
CRT

San 
Rafael 
CRT
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March 2020
Informal West Marin Zone created around food

Early Partnerships

• Resource and Community 
Centers

• Health and Human Services
• Agriculture Sector
• Marin/SF Food Bank
• West Marin Schools



Goals Expand 
as the 
Pandemic Continues

• Formalization of the West Marin 
Community Response Team began 
in early 2021 as a Marin County 
Initiative with CARES III funding.



West Marin Zone

• Marin County Population: 259.441 • West Marin Zone Population: 16-17,000



Hub System
Tomales

Pt Reyes

Bolinas

San Geronimo

Equitable Distribution of Resources

Vaccination Opportunities

COVID Test Distribution

PPE Distribution

Information Sharing & Distribution



West Marin Demographics

San Geronimo





Approach to 
Recruiting 
Partners

Trusted messengers in the community

Represents 1 of the 4 major hubs of 
West Marin

Represents the various sectors and 
demographics in West Marin

Partners that are major sources of 
information for the community

Benefits for partners:
❑ Select Partners receive financial stipends
❑ Staying Informed 
❑ Better serve their clientele and constituents with 

up-to-date information and resources
❑ Avenue of communication across organizations 

and government agencies
❑ Opportunities for input and collaboration



West Marin CRT Partners
Local Media Schools Community 

Hubs
Local Medical 
Services

Disaster and 
Emergency 
Response

Local 
Government 
Agencies

Other:
Non Profits, 
Trusted 
Messengers

Radio Family 
Advocates

Community 
Centers

Medical 
Practitioners

Disaster Councils Health and 
Human 
Services

Churches

Print Childcare Pharmacy Local Fire 
Stations

Emergency 
Response

Senior 
Services/
Housing

Online Voluntary 
Organizations 
Active in 
Disasters

Agriculture







Marin County Cooperation Team

Jahmeer Reynolds, Executive Director

“The road between access and utilization is paved by trust.”





What MCCT Does:
Focused in Marin City– a historically Black community in Marin 

County, CA–MCCT provides free comprehensive support 
services addressing both critical and long-term needs, and 
transparent and robust civic engagement to address the 

historical and systemic racism and large wealth disparities that 
have left parts of Marin County lacking in basic quality 

supports, equitable economic and educational opportunities, 
and safety.



● Marin County Cooperation Team (MCCT) was created in 2020 as an emergency response to the 
COVID-19 pandemic to ensure the continuation of comprehensive support services in Marin City

● In September 2021, MCCT was selected as the lead agency for the Southern Marin Community 
Response Team (Southern Marin CRT)

● MCCT began as a volunteer network of over 200 community volunteers whose activities were 
focused on Marin City

● While still unapologetically focusing on service to the Black Marin City community, MCCT has 
now evolved into a staffed, county-wide, umbrella service coordination agency that also 
provides its own safety net services and youth empowerment programming

Brief History of MCCT and the 
Southern Marin Community 

Response Team



SM CRT: Geography



SM CRT: Demographics



SM CRT: Demographics



● In August 2021, the peak of the Delta surge in Marin County, the 30-day cumulative COVID case 
rate was 549 per 100,000 residents for Marin County and 749 per 100,000 for Marin City, 
nearly 1.4 times that of the County overall (HHS, 2022). 

● Marin City falls within the lowest California Healthy Places Index (HPI)1 in Marin County
(HHS, 2022).

○ HPI is a scale describing how community factors predict life expectancy and health 
outcomes, with lower scores predicting lower life expectancy and poorer health outcomes 
compared to higher scores

SM CRT: Why Marin City?

1 Public Health Alliance of Southern California



SM CRT:
Key Outreach Strategies

and Metrics

● From January 1, 2022 to June 30, 2022, MCCT and the Southern Marin CRT have

○ Distributed over 12,000 COVID-19 rapid home testing kits and masks to the community 

○ Made over 63,000 contacts regarding COVID-19 resources, testing, and vaccination clinics via outreach 
that was completed:

■ in-person (i.e., door-to-door canvassing, tabling at community events, bulletin boards, church 
announcements, etc.)

■ digital (i.e., social media, videos encouraging vaccinations/testing, emails, etc.)
■ print (i.e., flyering, door hangers), and
■ other methods (i.e., phone calls). 

● Community-Centered Outreach Plan: we use outreach mechanisms specifically tailored to the needs of the Black 
community in Marin City (i.e., affirmative fair marketing) using the multiple methods above among hard-to-reach 
individuals, including older adults, those who are immunocompromised, people with disabilities, first-time 
mothers/single mothers, those without phone/computer/internet access, and unhoused communities. 



SM CRT: 
Strategic Partnerships

● The Southern Marin CRT’s success is centered upon MCCT being a conduit of trust between the County and the 
approximately 20 community partners that are a part of the Southern Marin CRT

● Our partners include trusted community-based nonprofit organizations, faith-based organizations, educational 
institutions, and local public service and law enforcement agencies

● Our partnerships are intentional, formalized, and documented

● We have high expectations of our partners and hold them accountable

● This approach sets MCCT apart and allows us to better serve and empower our community

● Specifically, our partners include….




